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do you have 
the next 

Big Idea?

What can you make
using the ocean, wind
or sun as an energy

source?

Partnering up with Hawaii Keiki Museum,
NELHA is seeking innovative and creative
displays using what we have plentiful of: 
sun and sea. 

Create a 3D diorama, architectural model or
an interactive exhibit of anything related to
using sustainable energy resources like the
wind, solar or even the ocean.

Your masterpiece will be at the Hawaii Keiki
Museum with your photo and bio credits on
display.

 

share it with our
community!

Where to get ideas?

If you have an idea what you’re thinking of
but need examples, check out Science
Buddies.org, education.com/science-fair 
or even Pintrest. 

There’s a load of good ideas on the internet  
-just make sure it’s something that is
manageable and related to the required
theme. 



Share it with our
community!

rules:

HOST Park
nelha.hawaii.gov

Open to all ages from grades K-12.

The theme must be energy-related. It can
be wind, solar or ocean. 

Your project can be a diorama, 3D model or
an interactive exhibit. No poster boards,
please! Jazz it up! It should be engaging for
all ages.

There’s no limit on size but be mindful that
it’ll be for a museum exhibit for everyone to
see and touch.

All work must be original and needs to be
done by you. Family and friends can
certainly help. 

Materials cannot be flammable,
combustible or organic. Must be sturdy and
durable to withstand tiny hands.  

Think PG - nothing vulgar or foul should be
on your project. 

There is no deadline and submissions are
accepted year-round. 

Depending on the number of entries
received and how awesome the project is,
NELHA and Hawaii Keiki Museum has the
right to showcase two or more displays in
the same shared space.

Questions? Email Rae at
rae.tt.nguyen@hawaii.gov.

Visit nelha.hawaii.gov and click on 
“School Tours” for more info. 

Show it to the
world!

Do you have the next big
idea that is sustainable,

earth-friendly and can help
our community? Send photos of your entry to HOST Park

along with a project description, photo and
a bio of yourself. 
 
We will notify you once our group of judges 
chooses who the winner is.
   
Winners will be featured in HOST Park’s
newsletter, The Pipeline, posted on NELHA’s
various communication and social
platforms and at Hale Iako’s Public Service
Announcement board. 

Winners will also have their photo and bio
on display at the Hawaii Keiki Museum. 


